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BitcoinUnicorn

The interest of a cryptocurrency is to be able to exchange money from peer
  to peer without having recourse to a trusted third party like a bank.
 However, the issue of a crypto is a tricky one because most of the time, only the
creators, minors or large investors can grab the majority of the chips.
Indeed, the distribution policy is generally biased:

- creators keep 10 to 20% of the chips
- Some miners have supercomputers
- the whales buy quickly a large part- the whales buy quickly a large part

  Bitcoin Unicorn goes further and offers a new way to distribute its token.
The launch of the token will be done using a Proof-of-Content (POC) system.

Our crypto will be distributed equitably.
Proof of Content will not make any difference between the rich and the poor.
  We think that a White Paper can be boring, so we are proud to present the
project with a real functioning application

General Presentation

We are Unicorn

bitcoinunicorn.io
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BitcoinUnicorn

The Unicorn project is based on a collaborative platform for sharing and
 creating contents about cryptocurrencies and other token. The goal is to
 become reference in terms of the community in the ecosystem of cryptos, just as
wikipedia can be for generalist contents.

Unicorn's benefit lies in the fact that everyone can:
- Sharing news
- Asking questions or give advice on Cryptos- Asking questions or give advice on Cryptos
- Contributing to elarge the democratization of 2.0 currencies

 Launched in Beta on December 15, 2017, the project has currently gathered more
 than 4,000 participants from around the globe. Members of the Bitcoin Unicorn
community will all receive an equal portion of a token after registration.

  From there, the opportunity to earn more tokens by participating in the
 community will allow Bitcoin Unicorn to grow and improve. It's not possible tocommunity will allow Bitcoin Unicorn to grow and improve. It's not possible to
invest large sums into a community with no guaranted return.

The strength of Bitcoin Unicorn's community is through its involvement,
 interactions, and also the quality of information and advice offered to members
of the community.

Bitcoin Unicorn is forged by its members.

Collaborative Platform
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BitcoinUnicorn

Bitcoin Unicorn is a new generation cryptocurrency inspired by Bitcoin,
Ethereum and Litecoin while improving them:

BTCUI pays homage to Bitcoin, the queen -mother of Crypto
Only Bitcoin is now considered a "safe haven" and no longer a bargaining chip.

BTCUI borrows the Litecoin supply
More chips = less speculation = more real use

BTCUI works with Blockchain Ethereum
  This allows it cheaper and faster transfers.
  It is compatible with all ERC-20 portfolios but
the forum is also your wallet!

 In addition, the transaction fees between members are free and finally, BTCUI
kept hot will bring you 2% interest per month.

  In economics, an unicorn is a project that can reach $ 1 billion in market
capitalization.

Now, you know what Bitcoin Unicorn ambition is.

Total stock: 84,000,000

In circulation: 16,800,409

Capitalization: 886,200 $

Next reduction of mining ("Halving"): at block 24,000,000

Technical details:

Contract: 0x5f2ec9cf1ec1c0e2c880b6584921e812a4225395

Symbol: BTCUI

Decimal: 8

Missed the Bitcoin rocket in 2009?
Climb the unicorn with us now!

The Token
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BitcoinUnicorn

A large part of crypto-currencies use proof of work (Proof of Work = POW).
  This mechanism is now reserved only for a portion of the population with
powerful computers or by companies specialized in mining.

  Bitcoin Unicorn it related to the human.
To its ability to create smart content.
To the sharing of knowledge.

Here what Here what Proof of Content (Soft-Mining) is.

 The validation of this content is submitted to the community in order to offer
quality content.
 The member wishing to share information may do so by text, an animation or a
video of which he holds the rights.

 Depending on the value of the content, the author will receive a BTCUI award
based on the number of unique votes collected by the community.

The majority of Token is waiting for attribution to who wants to
donate his time and knowledge by participating in the project.

Bitcoin Unicorn is not distributed
by multiple Airdrop or ICO.

Proof Of Content
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BitcoinUnicorn

As we have seen, the tokens are distributed online but to go in get to more
detail;
  Unicorn has proposed a unique airdrop to the launch of 10 million tokens
distributed the February 14, 2018.

Content creation brings a minimum of 10 BTCUI and a bonus
depending on the quality.

Distribution Of Token

Soft-mining

When an author receives one upvote or more, he gets
a reward of 4 BTCUI.
  The upvote is an exchange of assets between members,
there is no monetary creation.

Upvote

Community members can participate in an online lottery
that distributes BTCUI.

Faucet

But they can also place them in our bankwith an
interest rate of 2% per month.

Bank
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BitcoinUnicorn

The value of an asset is relative to its rarity and its demand. With a fixed single
  supply of 84,000,000 BTCUI, we rely on scarcity as a means of social
engagement.

The rewards are halved as soon as 8 million corners are given
to the community, this is called Halving.

The ability to trade Tokens on ForkDelta, EtherFlyer, EtherDelta and
TokenStore is already available and other exchanges will be soon announced.

The Halving is a highlight of our community, it allows rewarding members who
joined the project earlier.

  With each halving the reward decreases but the financial value of the token
 increases thanks to the difficulty of extracting it. This favors to the adoption of
the project for new populations eager to find BTCUI!

 When all the tokens have been distributed by content creators there will only be
upvotes between member to thank the best authors.

Bitcoin Unicorn is forged by its members.

Halving

Exchanges
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BitcoinUnicorn

One other benefits of BTCUI is to be exchange value without paying
transaction fees.

  When community members use the BTCUI Wallet, they can trade the chips
without any transaction fees and in real time.

It should also be remembered that since Bitcoin Unicorn is an ERC-20 Token,
the free fees only apply to our member-to-member application.
  When you decide to use your chips on the Blockchain Ethereum,
Gas costs are at your expense!

Free Use

Simple, fast, effective and free.
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BitcoinUnicorn

The Token Unicorn can like all tokens be trade on ERC20 compatible trading
  platforms.

In the project, the Token serves to unlock levels.

  Thus, the application and Freemium members can only pay in BTCUI for
additional features.

BTCUI can also be used for speculation by placing them in the bank which
gains every month or in the lottery with a draw every hour.

Use Of Token

Signature to advertise a Crypto project

Creation of Rubric

Purchase of advertising space

Transfer of value without member-to-member fees
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BitcoinUnicorn

The strength of the BTCUI project is bieng an international team without a
gouverning body!
  Any member involved in the project can apply to join the official Team.

Therefore,  it is obvious that the applicant will already have to prove himself
on the project and show his knowledge before apply to the Team.

  The horizontal system requires decisions to be taken together at virtual
meetings and will need consensus to be adopted.

 The project being open source, allows any member to realize a hard or soft fork
of its own initiative.

The team is not paid, which let more chips for the general public.

 However, having participated early in the project, they had time to However, having participated early in the project, they had time to earn chips
before 1st Halving.

Neither God nor Master

Open Team
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